Quality Products since 1981
The AIR-TECH system of paints and coatings has been flying since 1981. In this time, the materials
and product offerings have been continuously improved to ensure the customer is receiving the latest
technologies.
Whether it is our fabric covering system, paints, or our HARD DECK floor coatings, our goal is to give
you the best.
Make AIR-TECH your choice for paints, fabric covering or floor coatings!

Call us today: 501-985-1484

www.airtechcoatings.com
1759 Staton Road
Lonoke, AR 72104 USA
Phone: 501-985-1484
Email: Robbie@airtechcoatings.com
www.airtechcoatings.com

“Performance Paints & Coatings for Aviation”

Air-Tech Products
AIR-TECH manufactures only the finest products for aviation. Using advanced epoxy and

polyurethane chemistries, AIR-TECH takes advantage of the latest technology for its paint, fabric
covering system and its HARD DECK floor coatings.
The “Wet Look” high gloss finishes AIR-TECH offers have become the standard of the industry.

The AIR-TECH Fabric Covering System is Easy!
Completing a fabric job with AIR-TECH materials is easy when compared to alternate systems. Little
sanding is required for a smooth high gloss finish. Fewer coats drastically reduce the time required for
the job and AIR-TECH kits include all the materials necessary for the normal job. Follow AIR-TECH’s
four easy steps:

Cover the aircraft with heat shrinkable polyester fabric.
Spray three wet “cross coats” of AIR-TECH fabric primer.
Sand as needed.
Spray two coats of AIR-TECH flexible polyurethane color coat.

LET IT DRY AND FLY!

Hard Deck Floor Coating System

AIR-TECH’s proprietary epoxy, silicone and polyurethane chemistry ensure HARD DECK will perform
on new or old floors in the severe environments of aviation hangars and shops.
Proven performance in hangars and shops guarantees success on your floor
whether it be an auto dealership, factory, mill, warehouse, laundry or simply a
carport or garage.
Resistance to chemicals, “hot tire” stains, brake and
hydraulic fluids, fuels, salt and abrasion is inherent
in the HARD DECK system. HARD DECK coatings are
non-yellowing.
Call us today: 501-985-1484

www.airtechcoatings.com

Hard Deck Advantages
Maximum Chemical Resistance
Complete System includes cleaners, preparation
and coating materials
Ceramic-Like wear resistance
Use on new or old floors
Easy to apply
Reasonable cost
Hi gloss showroom look
Wide color selection
Non-skid option for any color choice
Protects graphics or lines

AIR-TECH is STC’d for most models.
AIR-TECH materials are not subject to most weather. It can be applied almost anytime – NO BLUSHING!
An AIR-TECH fabric job is easy to repair. Just follow AIR-TECH’s procedures for an invisible repair.
AIR-TECH offers any color including METALLICS.

Maximum adhesion
Environmentally friendly formulas
Technical support

AIR-TECH fabric primers and paints are flexible. They are manufactured for flexible resins; not flex agents or
plasticizers which will exit the film over time making it brittle.
AIR-TECH paints are stain resistant – fuel stains or bird dropping stains are a thing of the past.

Visit our website www.airtechcoatings.com to order your kit today!

AIR TECH COATINGS

